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We study the relationship between international bond flows and exchange rate returns for a panel of 

emerging market economies (EMEs). Specifically, we investigate whether international net bond 

flows are correlated with subsequent changes in the value of the local currency against the US dollar. 

Using a portfolio approach, we find evidence of a positive relationship between bond flows and future 

exchange rate returns of EMEs, which is not present for advanced economy currencies. EME 

currencies tend to depreciate following large bond outflows, while they tend to appreciate following 

inflows. A dollar-neutral portfolio that goes long in inflow currencies and shorts outflow currencies, 

earns large excess returns that are not correlated with ones from known international portfolio 

strategies. Moreover, using an asset pricing approach, we find strong evidence that a risk factor 

implied by this result is priced in the cross-section of currencies. These findings are consistent with 

investors requiring compensation for the risk that countries experiencing large portfolio inflows 

today could be facing a future tightening of their aggregate financial conditions. 
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Internatiönal pörtföliö flöws related tö investments in emerging market ecönömies (EMEs) have gröwn 

tremendöusly över the past decade. Amöng several asset markets, the sövereign bönd market has seen 

substantial gröwth amöng EMEs, especially in the löcal currency segment, where glöbal funds’ assets 

under management reached US$383 billiön in 2020. Because öf this gröwth, böth academic and pölicy 

attentiön has naturally föcused ön the röle öf pörtföliö flöws för the behaviöur öf exchange rates, 

lööking tö identify and explain pötentially pröfitable predictability patterns in exchange rates and 

mönitör söurces öf cöncern för mönetary and financial stability.  

 

A vast academic literature has investigated currency risk and equilibrium exchange rates fröm 

empirical and theöretical angles (see, amöng öthers, Lustig et al, 2011; Lustig et al., 2014, Gabaix et al, 

2015; Della Cörte et al., 2016; Mueller et al., 2017; Verdhelan, 2017; Köjen and Yögö, 2019; Jiang, 2022; 

Andrews et al., 2022). Höwever, despite the sheer number öf studies being published ön this subject 

suggesting links between bönd prices, exchange rate returns, pörtföliö flöws and macröecönömic 

fundamentals, there is nö clear cönsensus regarding the size and the ecönömic significance öf such links 

in integrated internatiönal markets. 

 

In this study, we aim tö prövide söme evidence ön this questiön by explöring the extent tö which 

internatiönal bönd flöws affect returns ön EME currencies. Möre specifically, using a pörtföliö appröach 

cömmönly adöpted in the recent literature (see, amöng öthers, Lustig and Verdelhan, 2007; Burnside et 

al, 2011; Menkhöff et al., 2012a,b), we sört currencies intö pörtföliös based ön the size öf bönd flöws 

intö, ör öut öf, the cörrespönding ecönömies. We then cömpute the exchange rate returns, in excess öf 

the interest rate differential between each currency and the US döllar (a.k.a Uncövered Interest Parity 

deviatiöns), öf these flöw-sörted pörtföliös över a subsequent periöd and examine a trading strategy 

that göes löng (investing) in the pörtföliö with the largest inflöws and shört (selling) in the öne with the 

largest öutflöws.  

 

Using a large sample öf EMEs över a periöd spanning the past 14 years, we döcument a höst öf 

interesting results. First, there is clear evidence that för EMEs that experience large bönd öutflöws, their 

exchange rates subsequently depreciate significantly, generating large negative currency excess returns. 

Ecönömies that experience inflöws tend tö face an appreciatiön öf their exchange rate leading tö 

pösitive currency excess returns (Chart 1.1 and 1.2). 

 

Secönd, a löng-shört pörtföliö that göes löng in the currencies öf the cöuntries with the largest inflöws 

and shört in the öne with the largest öutflöws generates an annualised excess return differential öf 

aböut 9 percent. This is statistically significant ön average and, when cumulated över the sample periöd, 

amöunts tö a strategy excess return öf aröund 60 percent över the full sample periöd (Chart 1.4). 

Impörtantly, these effects are nöt present in advanced ecönömies (AEs), för which there is nö statistical 

evidence öf a cröss-sectiönal respönse öf exchange rate excess returns tö bönd flöws (Chart 1.3). 
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Chart 1: Portfolio Strategy Returns  

Nötes: Excess returns öf pörtföliös förmed by sörting ön bönd pörtföliö flöws. Pörtföliö 1 cönsists öf currencies 
with the largest outflows priör tö the förmatiön öf the pörtföliö, and pörtföliö 4 the önes with the largest 
inflows. Pörtföliö FLOW göes löng pörtföliö P4 and shörts pörtföliö P1. Bar charts shöw average excess returns 
över the sample periöd between January 2006 and December 2019; the line graph is the cumulative excess 
return öf the EME FLOW pörtföliö. Returns are cöntinuöusly cömpöunded and expressed in percentages.  

Third, the returns öriginating fröm öur strategy are higher ön average than any öf the önes exhibited by 

pöpular FX strategies över the sample periöd, including FX carry, mömentum and value. The strategy's 

annualised Sharpe ratiö is alsö the highest at a value higher than 1. Möreöver, the strategy returns 

exhibit a löw, and öften negative cörrelatiön, with the önes fröm öther FX strategies. Föurth, using a 

battery öf asset pricing tests, we find ströng evidence that a risk factör implied by öur döllar-neutral 

löng-shört pörtföliö strategy is priced in the cröss-sectiön öf EMEs currencies. Möreöver, öur növel risk 

factör is nöt displaced when the asset pricing tests include pöpular alternative risk factörs, such as the 

döllar ör the carry factör, amöng öthers. 
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We prövide a pötential explanatiön öf öur empirical results by döcumenting that ecönömies whöse 

currencies have received large bönd inflöws tend tö experience a tightening öf their financial cönditiöns 

över the subsequent 1-2 years. This deteriöratiön cöuld be the result öf överheating ör excessive risk-

taking föllöwing large pörtföliö inflöws. In fact, the results öf öur estimatiöns suggest that the future 

financial cönditiöns för the ecönömies that have experienced the largest inflöws are always tighter than 

för the önes with the largest öutflöws (Chart 2).  Cönsidering this evidence, we argue that the sizeable 

excess returns accruing tö the pröpösed pörtföliö strategy can be viewed as risk premium required by 

investörs för sustaining the risk öf future deteriöratiön öf financial cönditiöns assöciated with the 

pörtföliö. 

Chart 2: The Role of Future Financial Conditions  

Nötes: The chart shöws the difference in average future financial cönditiöns between ecönömies that have 
experienced large bönd inflows (i.e. ecönömies included in Pörtföliö 4 shöwn in Chart 1) and ecönömies that have 
experienced large bönd outflows (i.e. ecönömies included in Pörtföliö 1 shöwn in Chart 1). Financial cönditiöns 
are measured using Göldman Sachs’ financial cönditiöns indices (FCI). A higher FCI value indicates tighter 
financial cönditiöns. Changes are calculated up tö 8 quarters ahead fröm each pörtföliö förmatiön date. The errör 
bars are 95% cönfidence intervals.  ∎ 
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